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Abstract

Feeding the world requires local, national and global solutions in view of the expected world population of 10 billion by

2050. Sustainability must characterize the socio-economic infrastructures as well the scientific and technical components. Today

almost half the world population lives on two dollars a day or less and although poor, most are not hungry. WTO objectives for

world trade include agriculture and food with the hope of supplying cheap food based on and generated by a capital intensive

system. However, the current paradigm of producing ever cheaper food in the West is found to be increasingly unsustainable

and, if introduced globally, will create a variety of instabilities. A policy of feeding the growing cities of the developing world

with imported Western food would remove domestic markets from poor farmers and would also risk large-scale famine when

global food trade breaks down. The only sustainable alternative is to empower poor farmers to help themselves to serve their

own domestic markets thus modelling the Western strategy for agriculture which has moved from free trade to protection. The

capitalist system must be designed to enhance quality of life by building up and not by destroying rural communities. To

achieve this aim the Western concept of cheap food needs replacement by a new paradigm emphasizing quality of life. Global

solutions for feeding the developing world require ethical behaviour by rich and powerful nations in addition to technical and

economic inputs. Proposals are made to exclude agriculture and food from the WTO, to build-up agriculture and protect

domestic food markets in developing countries, to continue but redirect government payments to Western farmers for sustaining

natural resources and rural life, and to require consumers to pay the real cost of food.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Finding a sustainable and humane system to feed

the world

This paper addresses the sustainability of the

global food chain. How can food be provided for
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the expected world population of 10 billion people by

2050? Food is no longer simply a local or even a

national issue. The exploding population, shrinking

world and growing inter-connections of life have

turned food into a global crisis needing dedicated

national and international leadership and wisdom.

Solutions will not be simple. Although better use of

science is vital, the challenge presents new socio-

economic, political and ethical dimensions. Survival,

starvation and famine are community problems and
nce 92 (2005) 1–16
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raise the deep quandary of how humanity as a whole

can progress in a humane and civilized manner. Can a

sustainable international system for food be created

which embraces the whole of the human family?

Failure could unleash the long-postponed, tragic

imbalance of food and population portrayed by

Malthus (1798) with its brutal overtones of competi-

tion within the human species for food. If the global

food system collapses survivors will not be individ-

uals, as under natural selection, who are better adapted

by their genes to finding food in the wilds of nature.

Survivors will be defined by the wealth and influence

of their nation while starvation will first claim victims

because they are poor and without economic power.

1.2. Socio-economic facts

The current world population of 6.5 billion is

unevenly distributed economically and socially. The

bdeveloping worldQ has 5 billion of whom 2.6 billion

are in countries described as bleast developedQ while
the bdeveloped world,Q often called bThe West,Q
comprises less than one billion. The West is commonly

viewed as Western and Central Europe together with

their cultural colonies of North America, Australia and

New Zealand plus Japan. The successor states of the

USSR comprise another block of 0.35 billion people,

the majority of whom now suffer economic and social

deprivation. Of the 5 billion in the developing

countries, nearly 4 billion live in rural settings and

the majority are farmers—a fact of vital import to the

issue of feeding the world. At present, 45% (2.8

billion) are under age 24 and nearly 25% (1.5 billion)

of the world population are under 15 years.

A key socio-economic descriptor is the proportion

of disposable family income (or labour in simple

societies) spent on food. Typically this is 80–90% in

subsistence societies, 30–80% in most developing

countries, hovers around 25–50% in the successor

states of the USSR and is around 10% in the West.

1.3. The West and the Rest

The wealth and growing prosperity of the West

contrast cruelly with the poverty of the Rest. About

one billion people survive on less than one dollar a

day while half the world population lives on two

dollars or less a day. The income of the richest 1% of
people equals the total income of 57% of the rest of

the world (OECD, 2004). Inequality is also growing

within the West. In the USA, 20% receive 50% of

national income and 1% receive nearly 20%. National

wealth in the USA is also shared disproportionately

with 1% of citizens holding 38% while the bottom

80% hold only 17% (United Nations Development

Program, 1998). The wealth gap in the West has

grown over recent decades with 12% in the USA now

classified as poor (Economic Policy Institute, 2004).

Globally, food production per person has been

increasing, but 840 million people (13%) suffer from

under-nutrition, malnutrition or famine because socio-

economic systems inhibit equitable distribution (FAO,

2004). The United Nations World Food Programme

and the UN High Commission for Refugees provide

food aid to the world’s poorest and neediest people and

say they are limited by funds not by the lack of food.

1.4. Differences between poverty and hunger

Hunger and poverty are not synonymous. People

living close to the land are often poor but rarely go

without food except when harvests fail or war disrupts

life. The distinction between poverty and hunger is

fundamental to the organization of a sustainable global

food system. The 4 billion people tied to the land are

mostly poor but that does not make them hungry. But

the poor are disadvantaged in a capitalist market.

Poverty offers unlikely candidates for capitalism as the

poor are able to sell labour but have no wealth. Further,

land is frequently owned by a small and richer group of

people. The introduction of capitalism into under-

developed societies enables those with wealth, often

non-locals, to buy the labour of the disadvantaged at

competitive rates. Consequently, few of the poor can

accumulate capital for themselves.

A further factor looms on the horizon. The

expected population increase of 3.5 billion in the next

decades will largely be added to developing countries

taking the world total of poor people on the land

towards 8 billion. Therefore a sustainable world food

system must ensure that the poor do not also become

hungry. The World Bank argues repeatedly (for

example: World Bank, 2000) that the way to free

people from poverty is to empower them to make

better use of their limited resources. For most of the

rural poor, land is the only resource to which they
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have access though frequently as tenant farmers.

Empowering them to produce surplus food for sale

is the first step on the ladder out of poverty.

It is of paramount importance that leaders represent-

ing both the West and the Rest grasp the fact that

feeding the world sustainably is not simply a matter of

producing more food by advanced capitalism in the

West and shipping it to the poor. The solution lies in

empowering the poor – the rural poor – who are

currently powerless to help themselves to produce

larger quantities of food locally. Empowerment enables

them to start on the first steep slopes of capitalism

gaining the ability to feed, clothe and educate their

children better. This has been the slow but successful

model of agricultural development in the West from

subsistence via serfdom to peasants and later to family

farmers living in a market economy with increasing

ability to sell products for cash. Moving from sub-

sistence to having cash income is essential. Freedom

from subsistence opens the door of opportunity to an

improved quality of life extending to future generations

who are then not forced to leave the countryside for

another form of poverty in urban shanty towns.

The long-term answer to feeding the world sustain-

ably does not lie in shipping food from the West. Any

economic system which separates the poor from their

land or takes away their market for selling food

inevitably perpetuates poverty, increases hunger and

adds to the threat of famine. Globalizing agriculture

and food on the basis of free trade runs that risk.

1.5. A new agenda: globalization of agriculture and

food

Today many Western leaders are pushing hard to

globalize manufactured goods, services, labour and

capital plus agriculture and food on the basis of liberal

capitalist economics and free trade which they believe

will multiply prosperity for all and also alleviate

poverty and hunger. Agriculture and food are swept

into this equation without sufficient reflective study.

The assumption is that, if poor countries remove all

barriers to trade, the model which brought abundant

cheap food to the West can be replicated globally.

These arguments appear less than convincing to

leaders of many developing countries because the

food policies of the European Union (EU) and the

USA include financial support for agriculture, dump-
ing subsidies and tariffs against imports. This is a

strange human ethical anomaly—to pressure develop-

ing countries to adopt the ideology of free trade which

is not practised by Western agriculture. This dualistic

posture on food was a major reason for the collapse of

negotiations under the Doha Development Agenda of

the World Trade Organization (WTO) in Cancún,

Mexico, in September 2003.

This paper recognizes and supports the potential

benefits from globalization of much economic activ-

ity. The paper challenges the assumptions that global-

ization of food trade, based upon the pattern of

agriculture and food development in the West, will

provide world-scale abundance of cheap food, will

supply food sustainably to the growing human

population and will empower the poor to improve

their socio-economic conditions.

To the contrary, a main thesis of this paper is that

agriculture and abundantly cheap food in the West are

not the result of free trade but have been achieved

under protection and subsidies—and are still so

maintained. Free trade and the globalization of food

will deplete the agricultural resources of developing

countries and will thus render food supplies for the

poor less sustainable. This position is based upon

several key, indisputable facts.

1. The time frame for the successful transformation

of rural to advanced economies in the West

covered several hundred years.

2. The Western model for cheap food involved huge

social and demographic changes as well as

economic benefits.

3. The Western model by which food production

increased during the last half of the 20th century

was under-girded by trade protection and finan-

cial support.

4. Attractive though bcheap foodQ may be, it is

secondary to the prime need of humanity which is

a bsustainable and consistent supply of foodQ for
all peoples.

5. Market economy capitalism has inherent struc-

tural characteristics which threaten the stability of

a global free trade system.

These five points are neither simply academic nor

solely economic issues. The lives of billions of poor

people are at stake. To unravel the puzzle and gain a
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better understanding of the issues the paper is

developed in the following sequence:

1. Introduction.

2. Origins, nature and success of market economy

capitalism.

3. Rationale for economic globalization of food.

4. History of cheap food in the West.

5. New paradigm needed for Western agriculture.

6. Hazards of globalizing agriculture and food.

7. The Rest and the West: an ethical dilemma.

8. Conclusions: principles for a humane and civi-

lized way to feed the world sustainably.

2. Origins, nature and success of market economy

capitalism

Market economy capitalism arose in Western

civilization and, in general, is an economic success

story without rival in human history. How did this

happen? Many factors, most originating in Europe,

combined to produce the elite economic prosperity

and cultural phase-shift of Western society in the last

thousand years: the adoption of Judeo–Christian

beliefs and values, the Renaissance, the Reformation,

the Enlightenment, the growth of science, the agricul-

tural and industrial revolutions, colonial empires and

democracy. Whatever the precise combination of

causes, since the 18th century the political structures

and socio-economic organization of Western nation–

states under capitalism have, through industrialization,

created new wealth and raised living standards in the

West, although unevenly.

In addition to creating new wealth, market econ-

omy capitalism brings vast socio-economic change.

The terms bdeveloped, developing and least devel-

opedQ indicate the progress of nations towards capital-
ism, which if accompanied by civilized government

can result in better life quality as measured by falling

infant mortality, increasing education, better health

care and longer life expectancy. However, capitalism

alone does not guarantee that quality of life will

improve for all—that depends upon the associated

socio-economic policies.

Several powerful economic principles drive capi-

talism of which two are paramount: bDivision of

labourQ (Adam Smith, 1776) and the bLaw of
comparative advantageQ (David Ricardo, 1817). Agri-

culture releases labour for industry while absorbing

more capital and other external inputs, enabling one

farm worker to feed many families by intensification,

specialization, scientific reductionism, increasing eco-

nomic scale and improved biological efficiency, as

well as yielding reductions in the unit cost of food at

the farm gate (Hodges, 2003).

Capitalism is marked by a distinct disadvantage. It

distributes new wealth unevenly and increases the gap

between rich and poor. The wealth gap is the Achilles

Heel of capitalism. The incongruity between rich and

poor is especially relevant to the development of

peasant societies where the poorest of the world still

support themselves directly from the land.

2.1. Capitalism supreme

In the 20th century, capitalism triumphed in the

ideological confrontation with the command economy

of Soviet-style communism. Today capitalism is

recognized, despite its shortcomings, as the most

successful economic system humanity has yet devised,

even blending into the current Chinese-style non-

democratic political system. Few intellectuals now

propose alternative socio-economic systems. Debate

focuses upon differences in application between

capitalism in the USA and Europe, for example:

bcompassionate capitalismQ or bbrutal unfettered cap-

italism.Q Margaret Thatcher captured the current

euphoria of victory over all alternatives with her

statement about capitalism: bThere is no alternative.Q
But this triumph does not explain how capitalism

should be universally spread throughout enormously

diverse societies and cultures. Capitalism does not

operate on autopilot. Steering a capitalist economy is

fraught with dangers. The principal domestic task of

politicians in the West today is to manage capitalism.

It is perhaps natural, but simplistic, for Western

political leaders to conclude that feeding the world

can be achieved by applying capitalism globally. The

world lacks the international regulatory or manage-

ment system used within Western nation states to

guide capitalism into equitable and sustainable oper-

ation, to avoid extremes and to alleviate the otherwise

inevitable unbalanced distribution of returns. Unregu-

lated capitalism is ruthlessly biased in favour of those

already holding capital.
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3. Rationale for economic globalization of food

Following the Second World War the West created

international institutions to foster stable capitalist

economic practices at national and international

levels. First came the twin Breton Woods bodies—

World Bank and International Monetary Fund; more

recently The Uruguay Round (1985–1994), GATT

(1994); and since 1995 the World Trade Organization

(WTO) which moves beyond national boundaries

into global trade. These bodies are intended to

remake the rest of the world in the economic image

of the West. The unique WTO ideology and mandate

is universal free trade, legally binding upon all

member countries and giving the WTO authority to

judge and to apply penalties against member nations

that default. WTO rules take precedence over other

international conventions.

Nevertheless, the WTO represents a major shift in

legal and trading authority from elected national

governments to an unelected supra-national body

charged with enforcing a socio-economic ideology.

Without world government, the legal power of the

WTO derives from the rich Western member states

which are already in an advanced state of capitalism

and wealth and are equipped with economic infra-

structures. Without doubt the longer term interests of

the weaker country members are also served by the

WTO, except in agriculture and food.

The WTO mandate strongly supports free trade and

free movement of capital. Ideologically capitalism

also calls for the free movement of labour—but global

migrations invoke national economic, cultural and

patriotic interests. Thus the trans-national movement

of qualified and educated labour is relatively free in

the West but for the rural and uneducated poor in

developing countries trans-national movements of

labour will continue to be subject to strict national

immigration laws. Three principal consequences arise

from the inability of labour to move freely across the

globe. First, the unemployed, rural poor in developing

countries move to ever larger mega-cities within their

own country and to some extent to other developing

countries. Second, the wealthy West out-sources

manufacturing industry and services to gain lower

costs from cheaper labour in developing countries.

The third consequence relates specifically to

agriculture and food. Western capital seeks to produce
food in developing countries by investing capital in

plantations worked by cheap local labour. These

plantations compete with local small-scale farmers.

By repatriating profits to the West, plantation invest-

ors inhibit wealth creation in the country of produc-

tion, a further barrier to local development making it

very difficult for the rural poor to enter capitalism

except as cheap labour. Some Western farming enter-

prises temporarily employ cheaper labour from

neighbouring states—the USA from Mexico and EU

Mediterranean countries from North Africa.

Since Western agriculture cannot be relocated

totally to other countries to gain the benefits of

cheaper labour, the West has increasingly adopted an

intensive system with high-capital investment, large

external inputs and low labour usage. Since intensive

food production is economically insecure and politi-

cally sensitive, Western agriculture is heavily subsi-

dized and protected from imports by national

governments which guard their domestic markets.

60 years of this Western model since 1945 has

inevitably produced food surpluses which the home

market cannot absorb and which are dumped on world

markets. In this way the Western agricultural model

competes in the domestic markets of developing

countries against poor local farmers. Western leaders

zealously promote liberalization of world food trade

through the WTO which they believe is the only

economic model to bring prosperity to the billions of

poor farmers in developing countries and, they hope

as an additional benefit, will also replace Western

donor aid.

The macro results of seeking to globalize trade in

general are not all positive to date as pointed out by

Stiglitz (2002), who was Chief Economist at the

World Bank until 2000 and won the Nobel Prize for

Economics in 2001. The WTO pressure for countries

to remove barriers to free trade would clearly open an

enormous market for subsidized Western food in

developing countries. One hears spokespersons for

science and agri-business in the USA telling Western

farmers that the future for growth now lies in the

markets of the developing world. This posture

exposes the dual ethical standard of the West which

supports and protects its own agriculture. Such

perceptions also highlight the prime interest of West-

ern agri-business leaders in gaining new markets

rather than in feeding the world sustainably.
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The growth of multinational companies in the food

business, accountable only to shareholders together

with increasing linkage of political and business

leaders in Western democracies, raises the issue of

conflict of interest. 50 of the world’s largest 100

economies are multinational companies and not

countries; 80% of the world population in 182 nations

have less revenue than the world’s largest 200

companies (OECD, 2004). Globalization has a grow-

ing image of economic imperialism. For these

reasons, and because it amplifies inequalities, global-

ization raises ethical issues—particularly in relation to

agriculture and food.

3.1. Unregulated capitalism in the development of

rural societies in the West

Capitalism has some characteristics which match

natural selection by offering rewards to the strong,

namely those who already hold financial and social

capital. For those able to offer only their labour it

provides a disproportionately small share of the new

wealth as shown in the 19th century in the UK and the

USA where early industrialization took place. Cities

grew rapidly where the labouring classes, lately arrived

from the land, were often treated as disposable and

lived close to the poverty line, as portrayed by the no-

vels of Charles Dickens. Humane legislation to regulate

the worst aspects of capitalism followed slowly.

Another example showing the difficulties of

introducing capitalism rapidly into an unregulated

undemocratic society without appropriate law and

civil society occurred in the 1990s in the successor

states of the Soviet Union. Very quickly a few

oligarchs and the new governments, all greatly

influenced by the Mafia, gained control of most

large-scale industry and natural resources, all formerly

owned by the state, amid the widespread poverty in

which most people today suffer from unemployment,

lack of capital and are limited to growing food only

for their family. Much rich farmland lies empty.

The same scenario is also replicated in many

developing countries where displaced peasants strug-

gle to survive in unplanned, poor quality shanty towns

on the edge of cities. Deprived of their most historic

resource for survival, the land, these transplants lack

the dignity of a simple, relatively poor, but culturally

rich quality of life in their home districts. IFPRI
(2004) reports the ongoing displacement of farmers.

To be a successful engine creating great wealth in a

civilized and equitable manner, capitalism requires

economic, social and legal infrastructures which took

centuries to grow in Europe and the USA and which

cannot be produced overnight elsewhere.

Unregulated capitalism produces both wealth and

socio-economic injustice. In 19th century Europe this

inequity inspired Karl Marx to write Das Kapital

(1867) and, along with Frederik Engels, to design and

to write an inadequate but appealing alternative socio-

economic system described in the Communist Party

Manifesto (1848). These books and their ideology

opened the door in the 20th century to the Russian

revolution. Because Soviet-style economics proved a

failure, the West must not again allow the injustice of

unbridled capitalism to provoke socio-economic rev-

olution. Peace is not a product of prosperity but of

shared prosperity. At home the West compensates for

the more brutal effects of capitalism by taxation and

social adjustments: modestly in the USA, more in

Europe generally and most in Sweden where after-tax

income differentials are low. Contrary to the limited

understanding of some non-Europeans, the Swedish

model and other European systems are not neo-

communist. They are vibrant capitalist systems modi-

fied to provide quality of life for the whole population.

The basic nature of unregulated capitalism plus the

need for ameliorating political action are highly

relevant to the proposed application of liberal market

economics to feed the world by increasing global trade

in cheap food. Western history offers several centuries

of experience which highlight both the benefits and

hazards of liberal trade and cheap food policies.
4. History of cheap food in the west

Where and why did cheap food develop in the

West? If this seems a foolish question, it exposes our

deep unquestioning assumptions that cheap food must

always and everywhere be a bgood thing.Q The history
is revealing.

4.1. Food: a community resource and activity

Prior to the Neolithic Revolution, sometimes called

the Cultural Revolution, about 10–12,000 years ago
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Homo sapiens survived in hostile natural environ-

ments by hunting and gathering in small kinship

groups. Following the Cultural Revolution which

included the cultivation of crops and domestication

of animals, human settlements grew in size and

sophistication and for the first time showed evidence

of people living in community with a quantum shift in

quality of life (Hodges, 2004). Civilizations arose

which began to practice settled agriculture—partic-

ularly in the great river plains of the Middle East.

Prosperity enabled cities to emerge with food supplied

by trade with the rural hinterlands. From earliest

civilizations, escape from famine was achieved by

planning and community action often involving self-

reliance and self-discipline (Hodges, 1999). Later, in

sovereign cities and states, food supply often became

a political issue for powerful urban national leadership

who controlled slaves, serfs and peasants working the

land. An example is recorded in the Biblical account

of Pharaoh building food stocks in Egypt about 1700

BC (Bible). Today also, in the European Union and

the USA, agriculture and food operate under govern-

ment policies that modify liberal economics to

produce abundant supplies of subsidized food. By

contrast, two of every three people in the world are

still locked into the daily chore of growing food for

their family which absorbs most of their time and

resources.

4.2. Agriculture and food during Western

industrialization

Great Britain was the first nation to industrialize

providing an early national equivalent of global-

ization. Eighteenth century Britain was a rural society

where the agricultural and industrial revolutions

emerged featuring enlightened farming practice, new

energy from coal and steam, cottage industries

relocated to factories, migration to towns and rapidly

growing cities etc.

To protect national farming in Great Britain, the

Corn Laws were introduced in 1815. Later industrial

entrepreneurs wanted enlarged markets overseas and

pressed for economic liberalization, arguing that

removing the protection of domestic agriculture

would provide Great Britain with cheaper imported

food from the expanding British Empire. The argu-

ment invoked division of labour and free trade and
was basically the same as the pressure for global-

ization today. The landowners and farming constitu-

ency argued for continued protection from free trade.

After long and bitter political disputes, the Corn Laws

were repealed in 1846. By thus embracing liberal

capitalism Great Britain became an imperial and

global economic power and generated vast wealth

for itself which, as noted earlier, was not shared

equitably between those investing capital and those

selling their labour either in the mills of Great Britain

or on the small farms and new plantations of the

British Empire. Similar events took place within other

European colonial empires.

Back home, under free trade British farmers

gradually lost their capacity to feed their own nation.

The economic depression of the late 1920s and 1930s

forced many into bankruptcy, poverty and unemploy-

ment. They felt, correctly, neglected by society.

Imported cheap food accelerated the exodus from

the land to cities to an extreme level. At the start of the

Second World War (1939–1945) Great Britain, by

then known as the United Kingdom (UK) imported

nearly 50% of its food very cheaply: New Zealand

lamb and butter, Canadian wheat, Kenyan coffee,

Danish bacon and eggs, Irish potatoes, Argentine

beef, Indian tea and South African tree fruits. Even

staple foods which can be produced in the UK were

imported. Classic liberal economics under the law of

comparative advantage appeared ideal with imported

cheap food as a perfect fit.

The Second World War suddenly destabilized the

imperial economic reach of the UK. International

trade was disrupted. The country was desperately

short of food. The vital national resource of self-

sufficiency, treasured by earlier generations, had been

traded for economic prosperity. Famine threatened.

Food was rationed. A national emergency was

declared. Farmers became heroes overnight. A Wom-

en’s Land Army was organized to bring land back into

cultivation. The government directed farmers into

crop and milk production and took away land from

incompetents. Meat and other dietary necessities were

imported on Lease–Lend credit across the North

Atlantic from the USA and Canada and from South

Africa, Australia and New Zealand; many ships were

sunk by U-boats. But without that lifeline there would

have been starvation in the UK. As it was, food

rationing in the UK lasted from 1939 to 1954.
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After the war in 1945 the UK and other Western

governments knew they could no longer depend upon

imported food, dropped free trade for food, lost their

colonies and introduced agricultural protection and

support to rebuild domestic agricultural capacity.

These agricultural support policies had profound

socio-economic effects. Governments made substan-

tial grants (not loans) to farmers for good husbandry:

they subsidized fertilizers and animal feed supplies,

promoted the use of newly bred seeds with higher

yields and quality, subsidized milk recording and

artificial insemination and provided free farm exten-

sion services and education to young farmers.

Governments encouraged producer cooperatives pro-

viding protection to small farmers from the rigours of

unrestrained competition. Governments also ploughed

vast sums into agricultural research and education in

many European countries and in the USA. Farm gate

prices were guaranteed. Food production boomed. It

was an agricultural renaissance.

A second equally important political consequence

was the availability of home-produced food at cheap

(subsidized) prices. The alternative of higher food

prices for a war-weary population with limited

incomes and still subject to food rationing would

have insulted patriotism. These new policies had

national objectives that benefited all segments of

society but ran counter to liberal market economics.

4.3. Food chain redesigned

Two decades later in the mid-1960s, the Western

food deficit had become a surplus. Farmers changed

from heroes to businessmen. In Europe, membership of

the new European Common Market, the forerunner of

the EU, opened domestic food markets to other mem-

ber states. Competition from outside Europe sharp-

ened. Governments began to disengage from financial

support of good farm practice and encouraged industry

to fund research. But governments continued to support

farm gate prices. Food became buyers’ market. Farm-

ing changed from a way of life to commerce. The

imperative of efficiency replaced quality production,

the drive to intensification and scale accelerated, and

science focussed upon reductionism instead of sustain-

able husbandry (Hodges, 2003).

Since the 1970s immense changes in the food

chain have continued in the West: massive livestock
production units, decline of small family grocery

stores, retail domination by national and international

supermarket chains, pre-packaging, fast food,

increased eating outside the home, TV meals, out-

of-season products, farm contracts for precise prod-

ucts, genetically modified food, additives, preserva-

tives, frozen foods, brands, advertising and above all

competition with food prices constantly dropping.

Our grandmothers would be bewildered by it all. It is

a capitalist success story. But the old proverb

reminds us: bThe real problems begin when you’ve

finally got what youTve always wanted.Q

4.4. Cheap food and low priced food

Agriculture and the food chain in the West have

metamorphosed into a giant segment of the capitalist

market economy. Food is merely a product in a race

to cut unit costs and make profit, driven by ruthless

competition of supermarkets seeking greater market

share to benefit their shareholders. This development

brings little comfort to the diminishing number of

Western farmers who receive a shrinking portion of

the retail price – which had decreased to only 20%

in the USA in 1999 (ERS-USDA, 2004) – thereby

forcing farmers into further intensive practices which

shed negative effects and hidden costs upon society.

The overwhelming power of supermarkets over

farmers in the UK and the EU is documented with

terrifying clarity by Lang (2004). Supermarkets buy

other retailers to increase turnover and reduce

overhead costs and, in so doing, diminish fair

competition causing governments in the EU and

even in the USA reluctantly to consider regulating

monopoly power under capitalism.

In summary, a paradigm shift occurred almost

unnoticed because the banner headline remained

bcheap food.Q The original government price support

reduced the cost of domestically produced food

relative to other costs in the household budget. By

that measure food is now incredibly cheap taking less

than 10% of the typical household budget. However,

in an unmodified capitalist society competition for

still lower prices never stops and now food competes

against itself.

The popular fiction remains that food is cheap. But

when all the costs are included, food is not so cheap.

Actually Western society pays for food three times.
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First, society pays at the cash desk and also indirectly

in two other ways: hidden costs and continuing

government financial support. Western food products

are not cheap when all costs are included; they are

more accurately described as blow-priced foodsQ.

4.5. Hidden costs arising from intensification of

farming

Hidden costs rarely existed when responsible

farmers practised bgood husbandryQ and left the land

in better condition. Hidden costs grow proportion-

ately with the drive for so-called cheap food and

include negative effects on human and animal health,

food quality and safety, the environment, animal

welfare and rural economies (Pretty, 1998; Pretty et

al., 2000; Appleby et al., 2003). The surge in obesity

in Western society, surely partly attributable to low-

cost food, is a new hidden cost which shows no sign

of abating (Wilson Quarterly, 2003). Obesity is

accumulating future health care costs which at the

moment remain hidden and cannot be assessed. New

restrictive legislation on intensification in Europe

because of environment pollution and health risks

shows that much Western agriculture is unsustain-

able. The pursuit of cheap food has become counter-

productive and is a delusion. Food is low priced at

the cash desk but carries a hidden tag of costs borne

indirectly by society—with more to be revealed in

later decades.

4.6. Western governments’ financial support to

agriculture and food

Western citizens pay for low-priced food through

massive government financial support to farmers. The

OECD (2004) estimates the support (in US dollars) at

$53 billion for the EU; $32 billion for the USA; and

$32 billion for Japan. For brevity, the discussion here

is based mainly on the EU although the issues raised

are the same for the USA.

In 1968 the European Union merged national farm

price support into the EU Common Agricultural

Policy (CAP). With original good socio-economic

credentials already described for reviving agriculture

and supplying cheaper food following World War II,

over the next 30 years the CAP became a monster

absorbing 60% of the EU budget and encouraging
production in excess of the market leading to

subsidized exports and dumping. Depopulation of

the European countryside continued leaving fewer but

more intensive, larger farms with many negative

impacts on the environment and on the quality of

rural life.

Cheap food remains embedded in the minds of

the West. But cheap food is now a misleading

notion. The cheap food concept is a dinosaur left

over from a previous age. It is big, powerful,

anachronistic and consumes vast resources, harms

the natural environment, emits negative influences

far from its presence, is difficult to control and

resists a quiet end. Disposing of the cheap food

culture will require a colossal rethink by leaders and

opinion makers in the West and will not be easy

because of the huge vested business interests in

selling ever more food.

A major new vision of capturing world food

markets has arisen in the last 10 years spear-headed

by the Western multinational food companies. By its

nature, capitalism inevitably sees the expected

increases in the population in the developing world

as a huge growth market. I recall hearing the US

Secretary of Agriculture say at the World Food

Conference organized by FAO in Rome in 1996 that

American farmers bwill no longer produce for the

government but for sale on world markets.Q Because
of the huge subsidies paid to Western farmers it is

untenable ethically for the West to put pressure on

developing countries to agree to free trade in

agriculture and food. This posture of the West

conflicts with the ideology of the market. This paper

argues that marketing so-called (subsidized) cheap

food under a global free trade system is not a

sustainable option for feeding the world.
5. New paradigm needed for Western agriculture

The market-driven Western concept of cheap food

from intensive Western agriculture exemplifies

another inherent negative feature of capitalism. With

all its immense benefits as a socio-economic system,

capitalism can be taken too far and then it produces

social problems that need a political solution. Tobacco

and gasoline are examples of some products success-

fully marketed at first, but later becoming responsible
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for health and environmental problems provoking

governments to intervene against business interests

both by regulations and by taxes on behalf of the

quality of life for all.

5.1. Lessons from 200 years of Western food policies

Through the 19th and 20th centuries the pendulum

moved from agricultural protection to free trade and

back again. The original ideological arguments for

cheap food seemed rational in a period of rapidly

growing Western populations and expanding interna-

tional trade in a time of territorial empires. But the

social consequences at home of international free

trade in food were not anticipated. Western govern-

ments learned the hard way that viable agriculture is a

national asset with social and environmental implica-

tions that must not be sacrificed to short-term

economic gain. Governments reintroduced price sup-

port and protection for agriculture in the middle of the

20th century. Today the EU and the USA recognize

that social costs are too great to end government

financial support—even though, in WTO discussions,

it is a stumbling block to their ambitions for global-

izing food.

The lesson is clear. Responsible government

cannot allow food to be treated simply as a normal

economic product like manufactured hardware.

National policies have to provide protection from

unrestricted economic forces. Food is part of the warp

and woof of life for everyone. The answer does not lie

in making food a state enterprise as was attempted in

the USSR. In that huge empire, even with the vast

resources of good farmland, the food chain failed and

the people suffered. In the 1930s under Stalin’s

absolute dictatorship, millions starved in Ukraine,

the breadbasket of the nation. Later in the 1970s and

1980s the USSR had to import food to feed the nation

and this practice continues today in the successor

states of the USSR.

The answer for the food chain lies in capturing the

best features of capitalism while applying good socio-

economic policies by using appropriate mixtures of

ethical incentives, taxation, regulation, protection and

support to prevent the ruthless aspects of capitalism

from negatively impacting national resources—as

happens today with supermarket power driving

unsustainable farm practice.
5.2. The new quality of life era for agriculture

Many city dwellers are now seeking quality of life

in rural surroundings. Changing work patterns and

life-styles mean that many people have schedules that

no longer require them to live permanently in a city.

On returning to live or to relax in rural areas, however,

many are horrified to discover that the quality of life

in the countryside is being spoiled by intensive

agriculture. For example, remote areas are now

commonly polluted by intensive pig bcitiesQ with tens

of thousands of sows in confinement. In addition to air

pollution the effluent seeps into underground water

supplies causing eco-system and health problems

hundreds of kilometres away.

The time is ripe to debate in the public fora the

fantasy that food sold in the domestic markets of the

West is cheap food. It is time for a paradigm shift so

that the consumer pays the real costs of food. How can

this be achieved?

First, it is noted that in the affluent West it is now

standard policy to expect the consumer to pay the real

costs of basic household commodities even though

some of these were established originally with public

finance: water, sewage, railways and public bus

transport, energy, telephone, oil etc. The time has

come for food to be priced similarly. The willingness

and ability of consumers in the West to pay more than

the lowest price for food is reflected in the fact that

40% of consumer expenditure on food in the USA in

1999 was bout of the homeQ (ERS-USDA, 2004). The
point that some poor families in the West need

subsidized food is valid and should not be dismissed.

But it is unrealistic today to provide subsidized food

for everyone so that the disadvantaged few may

benefit. Advanced societies can and already do

operate other social mechanisms to ensure that

families on the margins of society receive enough

income for food.

Bringing the true costs of food into the retail price

means, as a first step, including the hidden costs of

food production which derive from intensification.

This step should be accompanied by new public

standards and regulations to ensure that food produc-

tion is certified as sustainable, thus eventually remov-

ing any hidden costs. These sustainable standards

would limit scale of production units as well as

intensification. Under this new policy farms meeting
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the standards of sustainable production would be

formally recognised and officially certified. Super-

markets and other food retailers would be required to

buy only from farms with certificates of sustainable

systems or pay financial penalties when in default. In

this way the true cost of food from sustainable systems

would be reflected in the price paid by the consumer.

Farms certified as sustainable would be actively

involved both in producing food and in the sustainable

use of natural resources thus maintaining domestic

agricultural capacity, preserving the environment, the

countryside and the quality of rural life. It would

therefore be appropriate for society to make financial

payments to farmers. These government payments

would not be linked to food production but would

compensate farmers as responsible stewards caring for

the natural resources of the countryside which are

public goods and community resources. The costs of

compensating farmers for this stewardship on behalf of

society could either be added as a special tax to the

retail price of food paid equally by all citizens or taken

from general government tax revenues thus placing the

costs upon those with high incomes and upon

businesses.

5.3. New paradigm for agriculture and food

These proposals are a call for ceasing the 60-year

practice of price support for food products at the

farm gate. Consequently food products would com-

pete on the domestic market at actual costs of

production which could include the costs of farmers

making sustainable use of natural resources thus

contributing to the quality of rural life. The current

hidden costs due to unsustainable production would

be eliminated by sustainable farming. These outline

proposals need detailed public debate before imple-

mentation as they affect the quality of life of all

citizens and consumers.

If these proposals seem radical, they should be set

against the commonly accepted policy in the West that

production of any commodity or service must be

sustainable, non-polluting, without adverse effects

upon health and the environment. Further it is

accepted that industrial production systems are subject

to government inspection to ensure these standards are

maintained. It is also accepted that the costs of

achieving these standards should be passed to the
consumer and not be borne or suffered by a minority

section of the public.

A further national benefit in Western countries of

passing all the food costs to the consumer would be a

reduction in obesity. Since obesity will be a huge

charge against national revenue and productivity in

the future, a special tax on junk foods could be added

to discourage both their production and consumption

accompanied by restrictions on advertising and

promotion of junk foods.

In summary, the proposal is for Western govern-

ments to terminate their direct financial support of

food and provide financial payments to farmers as key

players in the conservation of rural life and the

environment. The natural resources used for food

production are a vital national asset which cannot in

future be seen simply as economic resources for a

highly competitive food chain. Like the cheap food

policy introduced in 1945, this policy would change

the balance of power to a more equitable system

appropriate to the new conditions in Western society.

Farmers would no longer have to drive their system

into unsustainable intensification in the pursuit of

lower costs and lower prices. Supermarkets could

continue to operate in the interests of their share-

holders without, at the same time, triggering hidden

costs. Society would benefit as the resources needed

for food production would be used sustainably.

Shoppers would be encouraged to practise more

discerning and healthful consumption.

5.4. First steps towards a new political agenda for EU

farmers

In 2003 the first step was taken towards a new EU

political agenda for agriculture by reforming the

Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) and redirecting

government financial inputs. The initial timeline

proposed is 2004 to 2012. The new agenda recognizes

that European domestic food supply matches home

demand and also accepts the need for renewal of rural

life. The intention is to phase-out direct price support

for farm products by 2012. The new financial support

for farmers aims to decouple support from product

prices and to provide new criteria by which farmers

will receive government support. The new criteria

encourage farmers to engage in less intensive systems

and start to recognize farmers as custodians of the
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natural rural environment. Food production is to be

integrated into a larger vision to sustain the European

countryside and rural life quality. Emphases for food

will be upon safe food, animal welfare, designated

foods, voluntary labelling and organic food. This will

be a major new venture for EU farmers changing the

60-year policy of cheap food in the light of current

realities. The new approach will give financial

support, not for food, but for good management and

stewardship of the national resources in their care. The

period to 2012 will allow the EU member states to

design and test the most appropriate ways of applying

this support which will clearly depend upon the type

of natural resources in each locality (European

Commission, CAP Website, 2004). It is an innovative

first attempt to shape a new era in agriculture—a

quality of life era. One hopes the USA will consider

similar actions.
6. Hazards of globalizing agriculture and food

6.1. Empowering or weakening the poor: critical

problems with globalizing food

Having proposed new options for the West we now

return to the Rest. The present world situation differs

in one important fact from the earlier period in the

19th and early 20th centuries when Western govern-

ments opened their agriculture to liberal market

economics. Today, most of the 4 billion poor, to

which will be added another 3.5 billion by 2050, live

close to the land and eat locally grown food. Unlike

the employed masses in Western industrial cities of

the 19th century who could afford to buy cheap

imported food, the poor in these countries today have

little cash to buy food even if it is relatively cheap by

Western standards. If the West were to succeed in

forcing developing country agriculture and food into

the WTO there would be high risks.

Today apparently cheap (but subsidized) Western

food exports to poor countries mainly enter the cities

of the developing world, thus competing in the only

markets which small-scale domestic producers can

reach. Rather than empowering the poor to get started

on the economic ladder, capturing the national urban

market with imported food removes the ladder. This

situation also exists today in Russia and Ukraine
where Western food is sold throughout the cities while

some of the richest farmland in the world lies unused,

apart from supporting the poor majority at subsistence

levels. UNCTAD (2004) reports that in 20 years from

1982 to 2002, 60% of the poorest developing

countries became poorer.

There are hazards with tragic potentials waiting to

happen if the West structures world food trade on its

terms as currently planned. Four of the hazards of

trying to feed the world sustainably by free trade

agriculture and food are now briefly stated.

6.1.1. Failure to empower

Depriving the poor of their hope of economic

progress, as already described, will accelerate mass

migration of rural people from their traditional homes

in search of work, and will thus inflate unemployment

in mega-cities. The humane and civilized way for

poor countries to develop is not to force billions off

the land as happened with millions in the West during

the agricultural and industrial revolution. The alter-

native aim should be to empower these poor countries

to improve the quality of life in their rural and

traditional communities and homes. A major compo-

nent of this approach would provide structural

assistance for the sustainable development of agricul-

ture and associated enterprises to add value to

products and to rural life without reaching the excess

of unsustainable farming now found in the West. A

major factor is that there are simply too many people

in the Third World to be subjected to migration from

rural to urban living in the pattern of the West.

Further, this type of development would avoid the

nightmare problem of trying to provide employment

for billions of people in more shanty towns where the

quality of life is deplorably low.

Sustainable farming is compatible with other rural

based industries suited to the local conditions. There

is huge scope for exploring new options in rural areas

with creativity beyond the single-minded pursuit of

intensive farming on the Western model. For example,

the innovative use of biotechnology could address

specific limiting factors in poor country farming to

solve existing local problems like the dependence on

human labour for simple energy supplies such as

water and cooking. This approach would be far more

creative and effective than seeking to export genet-

ically modified foods designed for temperate agricul-
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ture. A new vision is needed to empower poor people

more effectively than the transfer of Western agricul-

tural models.

6.1.2. The unpredictability of capitalism in the short

term

Based upon self-interest, capitalism quickly

responds to the inevitable economic fluctuations,

unpredictable cycles and variation in interest rates,

exchange rates and returns on investment. Multina-

tional companies trading in the large food markets of

the developing world will quickly stop activities to

avoid losses when the world economy changes against

their interest. Their prime contract is to their share-

holders, not to feed their customers. Cutting supplies

of non-essential manufactured goods is not fatal.

Cutting supplies of food when local agricultural

capacity has been diminished can be tragic. Future

wars will also disrupt world food trade. There is no

world government to ensure poor people are fed when

the international trading system collapses. Division of

labour offers no remedy for these inevitable tragedies.

The West knows from experience that capitalism is

volatile. World food supplies cannot be subject to

such uncertainty any more than food in the West.

6.1.3. Flow of capital into poor countries

The WTO includes free flow of capital throughout

the world, enabling those with capital to invest where

they gain highest returns and repatriate the profits.

Free trade in food enables multinational food compa-

nies to expand their food chain with plantations in

poor tropical and semi-tropical regions with cheap

labour excluding local small farmers from entering the

capitalist trading world. Western supermarkets are

also planning to expand into the retail business of

mega-cities in the Third World and repatriating profits

to the West, again removing the ladder of opportunity

for local people to join the capitalist system.

6.1.4. Corruption in capitalism

A further deficit of capitalism is the temptation and

opportunity for corruption, which the West regularly

experiences, leading to lost employment, savings,

pensions and investment. Capitalism in collapse is

very hard on customers for any commodity world-

wide. But collapse in the global food shipments to

poor countries who have become dependent on
imports would be catastrophic. Western governments

swiftly deal with business corruption and legislate to

try and prevent recurrences. But multinational com-

panies have a record of withdrawal to Western state

boundaries where they are immune from legal

liabilities. Connor (2001), a US economist specializ-

ing in the study of world trade, states that 85% of all

fines for global price fixing operations in the decade

of the 1990s were paid by food and agriculture cartels

indicating the huge tendency to exploitation in food

trade. Free trade offers solutions when economic

conditions are good but it is not sufficiently sustain-

able to be the driving force for feeding the world.

6.2. The way forward for developing country farming

It is the position of this paper that forcing

developing countries to open their agriculture to

world trade in Western food without protection of

domestic markets will result in depopulation of the

rural areas with associated loss of community life. The

preferred alternative is to empower rural peoples in

those countries to shape a better quality of life close to

the land by enabling them to serve their domestic

markets with home-produced food. The poor farmers

in developing countries need protected markets and

support in building suitable infrastructures compara-

ble to that given to Western farmers for the last 60

years. The West discovered the hard way that home

agriculture needs protection and has invested massive

sums in agricultural education, research, extension

and credit etc. plus sponsorship of producer cooper-

atives to enable small-scale farmers to market their

surplus products. Recognition must be given to

developing country farmers so they may build the

efficiency of their own agriculture to serve domestic

markets.

In brief the conflict between the West and the

developing world at the WTO over agriculture should

be solved realistically for both parties by continuing

government support for Western farmers, not for the

products they market, but for them as custodians and

stewards, with a new vision to integrate food

production into the natural resources management.

Agriculture should be taken out of the WTO agenda

enabling developing countries to benefit from WTO

mandated free trade in non-agricultural food products

without being forced to open their food markets.
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Finally new ways need to be found by the West to

empower the rural poor in developing countries to

supply their own domestic markets. For example,

infrastructures can be built-up such as producers’

marketing cooperatives which, during the 19th and

20th centuries, made a highly significant contribution

to agricultural stability in the West. The cooperative

model has also proved to be a most successful means

of empowering the poor small-scale dairy cattle

keepers in India to supply milk and milk products to

the cities through the programme started as

bOperation FloodQ which slowly developed into the

National Dairy Development Programme.
7. The Rest and the West: an ethical dilemma

7.1. Global community

Globalization implies a world trading community.

Treating the whole of human civilization as an

economic community requires the globalization of

ethics. The moral basis of Western civilization has

been Judeo–Christian values for 1000 years. Expected

standards of ethical behaviour affecting laws, legal

contracts and economics have gradually been built

upon these publicly acknowledged values. When

individuals and businesses fail to practise these

values, legal sanctions are applied. The contribution

of these publicly accepted moral values to social

stability has been immeasurable. The emerging global

economic community must also be built upon these

moral standards and ethical behaviour or the so-called

global community will revert to brutal exploitation by

the strong and powerful over the weak and defense-

less. The near absence of international legal courts to

impose sanctions for unethical behaviour and to

enforce contracts makes ethical behaviour on the part

of the powerful West an imperative.

7.2. What is ethics?

The heart of ethics in all major religions and

especially in the historic faith of the West, Christian-

ity, was summed up by Jesus: bDo to others what you

would like them to do to you.Q The Greek philoso-

phers of early Western civilization recognized that

community is the basis of civilized life. Socrates
(469–399 BC) defined ethics as bKnowing the differ-

ence between good and evil and choosing to do the

good.Q He pointed out that communities are not made

of sticks and stones but of people, also arguing that

ethics is not an optional extra for human behaviour

but a necessity without which a civilization eventually

crumbles. This truth was demonstrated powerfully in

the 20th century by the collapse of immoral Soviet

Communism and the end of unjust apartheid in South

Africa. These unethical societies were not overcome

by war but proved unsustainable because of their lack

of moral foundations. Western society faces a great

challenge in the 21st century of adopting the moral

principle of being responsible and caring for others.

This moral foundation is essential to ensure that

technical and economic power is used effectively.

In cases of corporate corruption in the West,

governments punish the guilty and swiftly enact new

laws to prevent financial deceit and accounting

malpractice. But without international courts, West-

ern-owned multinational companies can withdraw

behind national boundaries as occurred in Bhopal in

India where thousands were killed and hundreds of

thousands disabled for life by an explosion at a US

agricultural chemical plant. Even though India is one

of the strongest developing countries, the Indian

government could not obtain adequate redress for

the victims. As the West knows, capitalism in collapse

can be very hard upon the customers and the poor in

any community.

7.3. Community promotes life: self-interest means loss

for all

Western governments know from their own expe-

rience over the last 200 years that food cannot be

treated simply as a tradable commodity subject to

unrestrained capitalism without sooner or later run-

ning into socio-economic imbalances: hunger, ration-

ing, famine, lost capacity to feed a nation, negative

effects with hidden costs, obesity, mass movements of

people off the land, unemployment etc.—all of these

are Western socio-economic experiences. Nelson

Mandela told the United Nations in June 2004:

bFeeding the world is a moral not an economic

problem.Q The current WTO posture of insisting upon

unlimited access to the food market of poor countries

as a condition for joining the world community of the
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WTO while protecting Western agriculture is both

hypocritical and unethical. Community means helping

the weak and poor to help themselves. Another

current example of unethical behaviour by the West

is to seek access through the WTO to poor country

markets for genetically modified food while using the

international TRIPS Protocol (2004) to deny devel-

oping countries access to key biotechnology methods

for producing such food themselves.

If the privileged West with its enormous capital

resources fails to behave ethically in agricultural and

food globalization, then it will not only bring famine,

perhaps to billions, but will also destroy the civiliza-

tion of which it is the standard-bearer (Hodges, 2002).

It is unethical to implement a socio-economic

programme which will move billions from rural areas

and create scores of mega-cities like Sao Paulo (25

million) and Mexico City (20 million).

This paper supports the view that world trade in

general will be beneficial to all with the exception that

agriculture and food must be excluded. That is not a

proposal to make food a welfare product. Food is not

a public good like the air we breathe. bThose who

wish to eat must workQ is a realistic ancient Biblical

proverb. Nevertheless, food is as essential for life as

air and therefore merits special treatment within the

market economy model to ensure the right of the poor

to produce food.

Membership of the global community calls for

ethical, not exploitive, behaviour by the West to

empower the poor. Successful globalization of the

world economy will only be achieved with parallel

globalization of ethics. Only then will capitalism be

able to bring similar benefits to the other 75% of

people – who by 2050 will be the other 90% – and in

so doing will ensure a future also for the West.
8. Conclusion: principles for a humane and

civilized way to feed the world sustainably

The West controls most of the world’s wealth

which, under capitalism, offers the options of increas-

ing global prosperity or garnering most of it into

Western society. The West holds most of the world’s

capital, scientific knowledge and the ability to use

them. The West knows from long experience that

capitalism and protection for agriculture can be used
or abused. In brief the West has the power to shape a

world community of hope or to condemn it to

increasing inequality and poverty which will inevi-

tably lead to world disorder in which all will lose.

The arguments against the monolithic plans of the

WTO for liberalizing world trade in agriculture and

food are convincing. The West has already decided

to continue exclusion of their agriculture and food

from free trade by their declared commitment of

ongoing protection for Western agriculture—to at

least 2012 in the EU and open-ended in the USA.

This paper does not argue for the West to drop its

special treatment of agriculture but to raise it to a

new level of sustainability by compensating farmers

for their good care of resources while consumers

should pay the real costs of food. The paper also

proposes that developing countries should be free to

protect their agriculture and food sectors while

participating in the WTO without agriculture and

food. The West should curb its ambition to colonize

developing country food markets and recognize that

farmers of the world are a global asset with a right to

continue their ages-long commitment to feeding their

own society and to conserving the environment.

Since the liberalization of world trade in non-food

products will yield great wealth, the majority of which

will flow to the West, a new levy on the benefits of

globalization of manufactured goods and of services

could fund development of agricultural infrastructures

in poor country agriculture.

The West should also open their own food markets

to poor countries at prices which support producers—

in the manner the West has done for so long with its

own farmers. These actions would indicate commit-

ment to building world community.

8.1. A reminder of how Western society became so

successful and powerful

These new options may seem unrealistic to those

who believe that world trade will feed the world

sustainably. All acknowledge that capitalism is driven

by self-interest. If all the players in the market were to

start together with equal quantities of capital there

might be justification for the belief that self-interest

alone would, for a while, increase overall prosperity

equitably and improve the overall quality of life for

all. However, equality in ownership of capital is
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absent. History and current events in the world speak

clearly of the inequitable way in which capitalism

provides opportunities and distributes rewards

between those who start with great wealth and those

starting with none. That is the position in the world

today. Further, we are not speaking of manufactured

goods which are non-essentials for life. We speak of

food—the staff of life.

During rapid industrialization and population

growth in 19th century Europe and the USA, the

hard face of capitalism was softened by a few political

leaders who wanted society to be wholesome as well

as rich, including freedom for slaves, prison reform,

ban on child labour, end to deportation, free and

compulsory education, provision for the unemployed,

care of the old and infirm, orphanages and hospitals.

They laid the foundation of our civil society in the

West by modifying capitalism through legislation

based upon civilized moral values.

The ethical challenge today is to ensure that

capitalism serves global society and not merely those

who are already rich in the global village. To be

successful, capitalism must be motivated by a sincere

desire on the part of the West to empower the poor

and not simply to make a profit for the rich. There is

no future in capitalism for the poor if they cannot

begin to save and to build capital. Thomas Berry the

20th century American Cultural Historian said at a

World Bank Conference in Washington in 1997: bThe
human community and the natural world will go into

the future as a single sacred community—or both will

perish in the dust.Q
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